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i plugged my pc into the back of a tv and disabled the dvi output on the pc card.
then i connected the ubd to the usb of the tv and when it booted the pc always
appeared in the boot menu. the disc was recognized by the tv, however, when i
removed it the tv would not power off. the tv and pc were connected to the same
router. this setup worked fine on a pc with windows. in the home network setting for
the wireless router, there was a setting for "cable mode". changing this setting to
"access point mode" allowed me to connect the ubd to the router. i then connected
the ubd to the television and used the d-link router as a repeater. now when i boot
the pc, the ubd boots up but before it loads it connects to the "home" network and
streams a video to the tv. but back to that download. fire up the link that i uploaded
here and download it. once you have download the file, you have to burn it to a dvd.
you can find instructions on what to do in the readme file with the download. when
you burn the image, be sure to burn as an iso file, not a compressed file, so that you
will be able to boot from the disc. if you try to burn it as a compressed file, you will
be able to burn the iso file, but you will need to use another optical drive. please
give it a try. if you decide to purchase a different printer, you can then try the
instructions on the non-working printer. press i to save the image or press d to
make a bootable usb drive, which can be inserted directly into a compatible
computer. this will save you the time you would spend attempting to diagnose the
problem yourself. press enter to continue to the next screen or esc to cancel the
instructions.
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i own an iphone 5 and the software to run the rock band companion app for it is
free. you can download a lot of apps that are designed for android phones including
rock band companion. i have not used them for rock band. the only game i've used
rock band companion on was phineas. i have not tried it yet - but i have ordered a

dynastream 1080 hd splitter. my xfinity box has not been working for about a week
- and i just noticed that my xfinity remote control is not working at all - but the

xfinity remote control that came with my xfinity cable box does work - i have three
at home - and all of them are working fine. i also have the xfinity remote control

that came with my xfinity cable box. i think it is a good idea to download the
baofeng software - it has a very large database - i'm not sure how big it is - but it

has everything i need to replace my xfinity equipment. in my case, for a hp prodesk
400 g4 desktop mini pc with ubuntu 20.04 on it, i had to unzip the.exe (7z x

spxxx.exe) file and move the *.bin to: /boot/efi/efi/hp/devfw/firmware.bin. i had to
rename the *.bin file to firmware.bin. after restart the bios update worked. i should
mention that moving the *.bin to /boot/efi/efi/hp/bios/new did not worked for me.
hope this helps someone. i had problems with some of the old splitters (the ones
that came with the ps3) that it would not boot up and there was no driver for the

splitter that i could find online. i was afraid it was because of something wrong with
my system so i switched to this splitter from aliexpress. i have read that the splitter
from aliexpress uses a different chipset and the driver needs to be a different one
and its not easy to find. i didnt know this at first so i tried a couple of other ones. i

got a ps3 with a hacked xbox and i had to get the uefi by using an elf and the
bootmgr.efi file. after all that i was able to get the other ones working too but this

splitter from aliexpress does not work at all so i switched back to this one.
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